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Abstract
Women are under-represented in leadership positions in Europe, and especially in Brussels,
even though legislation has been passed to help women attain leadership positions. Since
the lack of access to social capital is said to contribute to women not being able to advance
to leadership positions, this study aimed to explore what role Professional Women’s
International (PWI), a women’s network targeting professional women in Brussels has on the
career advancements of its members.
Data was collected from a sample of women from PWI and on a broader scale a sample from
Professional women network (PWN), a global network, that PWI is affiliated to, using online
surveys, observation and interviews. The results showed that although participating in a female
network has many positive effects, there is limited effect on the career advancement of the
women.
The most important reason women gave for joining was to improve their network, in addition,
the research findings showed that the many women were mainly seeking expressive ties,
especially those in male dominated professions, while women above 50, are looking for
expressive ties specifically with their peers.
The diversity of the network, and the lack of connectors, maven and salesmen within the
network may contribute to the reduction of information flow through the network, and could
affect the number and strength of ties, and the lesser commitment of time and energy and
personalities of the members may not result in the appropriate ties being made in the network,
thereby not allowing the network to be used to its full potential.
The limitations of the study would be that the sample is taken mainly from Brussels, with
input from Lisbon in the online survey. Brussels has its own unique climate, due to the
presence of the European Commission, North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and
many other similar organization, causing a high mobility and turnover of expatriates.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Outline of the business issue being investigated

“$12 trillion could be added to global GDP by 2025 by advancing women’s equality. The
public, private, and social sectors will need to act to close gender gaps in work and society.
Gender inequality is not only a pressing moral and social issue but also a critical economic
challenge. If women—who account for half the world’s working-age population—do not
achieve their full economic potential, the global economy will suffer.” (Mckinsey and
company, 2016)

Constantly changing conditions globally, together with high levels of uncertainty and
volatility in the world today, has had the effect of bringing the lack of gender diversity in
senior leadership and management under the spotlight. This is emphasized more, as research
has shown that women bring a different perspective to the decision making process, and as a
survey by the Catalyst has revealed that the presence of women board directors, has resulted
in better financial performance of between 42% and 53% depending on the financial measure
used. Further, with 70 – 80% of purchases driven by women, either through influence or
buying power, it has become an imperative to have the view of women in leadership positions
(Catalyst, 2017) (de Castro Caldeirinha and Horst, 2017) (Forbes, 2017) (Grant Thornton,
2017) (Bloomberg, 2018).This study is designed to explore the role an independent
professional women’s network has played in the career advancement of its members. The
case being used in this research is a Professional Women’s network based in Brussels, using
the perspectives of the women who are part of the Brussels network, and to a lesser extent
the view of women in the global network of the same affiliation.
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History has seen many improvements in gender equality, with the right to vote and the right
to own property now taken for granted. However, equal employment opportunities, pay and
education remain outstanding issues. Even though World War Two was traumatic, one
advantage was the benefits it provided to women in breaking the stereotypical employment
barriers. The contraceptive revolution a few decades later, further gave women the choice
over their fertility and the choice to have children or not (Hakim, 2004).

As José Manuel Barroso, a President of the European Commission from 2004 to 2014, said:
" the European Commission is answering the strong call of the European Parliament for EU
action to bring about gender equality in corporate boardrooms…we are asking large listed
companies across Europe to show that they are serious when it comes to gender equality in
economic decision-making. At my initiative, the Commission has significantly strengthened
the presence of female Commissioners among its members, with one third of Commissioners
being women." (European Commission, 2012). In the 1990’s the European Court of Justice
ruled on no discrimination between women and men, in terms of equal pay for equal work
done and in 2012 a directive from the European Commission of a 40% requirement of women
on boards of companies listed on the stock exchanges by the end of 2018, (European
Commission, 2012), whilst the UN sustainable goal number five remains as “to achieve
gender equality and empower all women and girls” (UN Women, 2018). If we look
particularly at Belgium, in 2011 a quota was introduced of a 30% female requirement in all
boards of large companies, particularly those listed on the stock exchange, with the deadline
of five years for large companies having ended in 2016, and seven years for a smaller
company drawing to a close at the end of this year (Federale Overheidsdienst Justitie, 2011)
(Michaelpage, 2018).

However much legislation is in place, due to the variety of ways a company can raise capital,
there is a decline in the number of companies listed on stock exchanges of more than 50% in
the last 20 years (CNBC, 2017), and even though the number of women in the workplace has
increased by about 30% in the last 40 years, there is still a long way to go, and women remain
under-represented in the workplace. At entry level positions, less women are hired than men,
8

and less women receive the first important promotion to manager position. Even less women
go further to climb the corporate ladder to senior management and leadership positions, an
area first depicted as the glass ceiling by Hymowitz and Schelhardt (1986). Statistics reveal
that, less than 29% of women hold leadership positions in Europe, varying between 38% in
Norway to 16% in Switzerland. The World Economic Report of 2016 and the European
Institute of Gender Equality (EIGE) in 2017, estimated between 60 to 100 years to bridge
the gap (Hymowitz and Schelhardt, 1986)(European Commission, 2016) (Mckinsey and
company, 2016) (Catalyst, 2017) (EIGE, 2017) (Mckinsey and company, 2017) (World
Economic Forum, 2017).

Bierema (1998) identifies that it is difficult to find much of a similarity between two women
to explain the reasons affecting their career development, each woman is different and may
be affected by a multitude of factors, in different combinations. In the same way, numerous
theories and reasons have been suggested to explain why women are unable to broach the
“glass ceiling” in sufficient numbers, these can broadly be divided into four categories; (1)
Women invest less in human capital, which are education, skills and experience that men and
therefore are less likely to be promoted as compared to a man with a higher human capital;
(Gutek and Larwood, 1987) (Dreher, 2003) (Tharenou 2005, cited in Cross and Armstrong,
2008); (2) Lack of social capital and access to networks, which assist in promotions
(Tharenou, 2003); (3) Physical characteristics of men, making them more dominant in the
work place (Goldberg, 1973); (4) Divisions within the family in terms of labor, choices,
beliefs as well as work life/family life balances (Gottfredson, 1981) (Gutek and Larwood,
1987) (Becker, 1991) (Hakim, 2000).

Networks have been seen to have several uses and benefits. Firstly, by providing the
networking opportunities (Travers, 1997) (Singh et al., 2006) (Cross and Armstrong, 2008)
(Donnellon and Langowitz, 2009), secondly, to provide mentorship, sponsorship and role
models (Ibarra, 1993) (Hersby et al., 2009) (O’Neil et al., 2011), thirdly, to allow for
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opportunities to gain skills and experience through connections (Singh et al., 2006)
(Donnellon and Langowitz, 2009), fourthly, to cultivate business opportunities (Donnellon
and Langowitz, 2009) and finally, to be able to collectively influence policies, procedures
and legislation (Singh et al., 2006) (Hersby et al., 2009). However, even though most
women’s networks have the aim to help women to succeed in their career, there is not much
research to show the actual effectiveness of women’s networks in advancing women’s
careers, while case studies have had mixed and inconclusive results (Lutter, 2015). Some
research goes further to challenge the extent networks have the possibility to have an impact
on careers (Brass, 1985) (Ibarra, 1993) (Perriton, 2006).

The organization, where this research was carried out is Professional Women’s International
(PWI), a non for profit organization, with its base in Brussels with the aim of “to help
professional women to grow and succeed, advancing gender balanced leadership” by
“offering a safe space to learn as well as perform, providing opportunities to contribute and
create” by “offering social networking events, educational seminars and specially dedicated
program.” PWI forms part of Professional Women’s Network (PWN) a global network of
professional women (Professional Womens International, 2018a)

Belgium is in a unique geographical position, between the Romanic and Germanic cultures,
and a unique blend of Mediterranean Laissez-faire and Germanic focus for order. In 1831,
Belgium was established as a kingdom, and has been for a long time a melting pot of
languages, people and culture as a result of its location. However, after the establishment of
the European Union, Brussels became one of the de facto capitals of Europe, and is now a
city where the unique Belgian culture and its three languages of French, Flemish and German
meet with the cultures and languages of 28 member states of the European Union and all
other communities from around the world present in Brussels. European and International
expatriates, work in either the European Union, other diplomatic missions, international
institutions, North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), The United Nations, and many
other organizations working with Brussels. There is also a multitude of those who have come
10

to Brussels to access the variety of opportunities available in the city. It is not uncommon
for one country to have multiple diplomatic missions in Brussels to represent them in the
different spheres available. The city is also categorized by a constant movement of people,
with the Belgians who commute into and out of the city regularly, parliamentarians and their
staff as well as lobbyists moving between Brussels, Luxembourg and Strasburg and diplomats
and other international expatriates who work on rotation (de Castro Caldeirinha and Horst,
2017 p.7).

1.2 Aims and objectives of the Project

The lack of access to social capital is contributing to women not being able to advance to
leadership positions. This project seeks to examine how social capital can be generated and
maintained, using a case study analysis of PWI and its members.
Therefore, the objectives of this research were to:

1. Analyze what Professional Women’s International (PWI) has to offer to its members.
2. Identify what the members would like to receive from the network.
3. Analyze the effects that PWI has on the career advancement and of its members.
4. Provide recommendations on how to improve the effectiveness of PWI in enhancing
career and professional development of its members.

In order to focus this research, the areas which will not be canvased are the volunteers and
image of PWI.

1.3 Overview of the Project’s structure

This research will be presented in six sections:
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1. The introduction; which has given an overview of the problem being researched and
its context.
2. The Literature review; which is a critical review of the literature available.
3. The methodology; which defines the research setting, the methods of data collection
and its analysis.
4. The findings and analysis; which describes the findings of the research and carries
out an analysis of them.
5. The discussions; which presents the above findings in the context of the relevant
literature and provides recommendations to the organization.
6. The conclusion; providing final remarks, limitations of the study and areas of further
research.
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2. Literature Review

2.1 Networks

A simple definition of networking is given by (Nicholson, 1997) in the encyclopedia of
organizational behavior as “…the process of contacting and being contacted by people in our
social network and maintaining these linkages and relationships.” Networks on the other
hand have been defined as “…a set of relations, linkages, or ties among people.” While
women’s networks are “…women’s attempts to create for themselves the support generated
for men by their informal same-sex grouping” and “…the banding together of like-minded
people for the purposes of contact and friendship and support.” (Singh et al., 2006) forming
“a pattern of relations set up by organizations and/or individuals as a result of a situation of
interdependence” (Berkelaar, 1991).

Throughout the history of man, networks have existed, though mostly informal, they were
the very fiber that allowed interactions within people and enabling communities to be built
and strengthened. Some of the historical uses of networks have been seen to be gathering and
dissemination of information and ensuring sufficient supplies are available. Networks,
however, are only effective if they are powerful as a network but still empowering to
individual members. If the network stagnates, it relegates to being merely clusters of isolated
information (Welch, 1980) (Kotter, 1985) (John, 2009).

Formal networking has its roots with male networks, dubbed as “old boys” networks or clubs,
where affiliations were formed by alumni of elite educational institutions, due to the
similarities in their educational background and knowledge, which evolved into an informal
system of mutual favors and support, spanning their entire lives (Cross and Armstrong, 2008).
Similar networks of women, are not seen being developed in the same vein nor with the same
speed (Hagberg, 2002) and the reasons for this is postulated to be the misconception of
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networking, where it was believed to be the manipulation of others for selfish motives, and
was seen to be unethical by many women (Grogan, 1996).

The first women’s formal networks were seen about 25 years ago in the USA, to address the
workplace issues that women faced, and especially to get access to opportunities, contacts
and information that were in the “old boys” clubs (Davidson and Cooper, 1992), as it was
understood that personal networks give access the professional opportunities by enhancing
the influencing ability (Grogan, 1996). The networks that developed were either women’s
only networks or mixed networks (Ragins, 1997). Travers (1997) divides networks into three
types: firstly, professional and occupational networks, which bring together women with
similar qualifications or professions together, with the aim of providing career guidance and
information, secondly, networks, either formal or informal that are situated within companies,
and, thirdly, training networks, which focus in improving training among its members.
Perriton, (2006) divides networks into two types depending on the era of formation, the ones
formed just after World War 2, tended to focus on training and developing their members,
while the ones formed after 1980, focus mainly on helping to address the issues of inequality
of women in the workplace, as women started to obtain positions that they did not have access
hither to, and needed the support of their fellow women to survive in these male dominated
organizations. Berkelaar (1991) has also divided networks into different categories based on
its objectives and how long it exists, firstly, organizational networks, formed by organizations
or formal groups, secondly, support networks, formed by individuals or informal groups, in
order to provide support, thirdly, issue networks formed for a particular issue and usually
disbanded after the issue is sorted and finally, social networks, formed to give support within
individuals or small informal groups.

There are several studies which have been done indicating the effects networks have on career
success (Burt, 1992) (Ibarra, 1997) (Podolny and Baron, 1997) (Seibert et al., 2001). Of
particular note is Luthans et al., (1988) in their study, discovered that successful managers
spent 70% networking and 30% communicating. However, there seems not to be much
research on professional networks and how they influence women’s careers, especially on
14

the influence of women obtaining senior management levels (Hodigere and Bilimoria, 2015).
At this juncture, it behooves that we should understand what is meant by career success.
Career success can be seen through two lenses, depending on the literature used: the
subjective or intrinsic lens and the objective or extrinsic lens. The subjective lens, relates to
intangible outcomes like, job and career satisfaction, and commitment to one’s career, while
the objective lens relates to more tangible outcomes, of remuneration and promotion rate,
with research showing the subjective measures are more preferable to women (London and
Stumpf, 1982) (Kramer and Neale, 1998) (Sturges, 1999) (Seibert et al., 2001) (Allen and
Ingram, 2002) (de Vos et al., 2011) (Dries, 2011) (Obukhova and Lan, 2013).

In their study, Donnellon and Langowitz (2009) found that the need of networking is stronger
where women feel isolated, different and not supported in their organizations. This is
especially the case where they hold positions that are not traditional, in male dominated
spheres or in organizations that have a patriarchal culture, in these cases women would like
the support of other women in the similar positions (Bierema, 1998) (Servon and Visser,
2017). There is also a difference in networking depending on the culture and traditions.
However, there has not been enough research on the requirements of formal networks, some
research has shown that women have a preference to psychosocial benefits rather than career
benefits, and yet others prefer networking on a personal level as opposed to social skills
(Travers, 1997). While Ibarra (1993) discovered that there are several factors that limit the
opportunity and possibility to form network ties, the number of minority groups in the
network, the position of the person and the potential network ties and the turnover and
mobility of the individual. In their study of 159 MBA students, Mehra et al. (1998) showed
that women as well as minorities are seen to network more with others similar in gender and
race to themselves, while the same minorities may suffer from discrimination in a network
by the members who make up the majority (Friedman 1996, cited in O’Neil et al., 2011).

Many women’s formal networks are seen to provide more than just networking opportunities,
providing events and programs to help their members learn new skills to improve their
professional development (Donnellon and Langowitz, 2009).
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There are several skills that are seen as necessary for networking, to have the ability to work
with a network and to use it effectively and to project oneself to make new contacts. This,
however, depends on personality, as changing personality is not easy. It therefore becomes
necessary to adopt behaviors, several studies have identified extraversion and agreeableness
to seek advice and accept feedback, as important to build internal contacts and openness and
interest to experience new ways of thinking as important to maintain those contacts (Thomas
et al., 2010) (Wolff and Kim, 2012) (Liang and Gong, 2013) (Bozionelos, 2015).
Additionally, networking needs energy and time (Hersby et al., 2009) and Ryberg and
Larsen, (2008) in their research showed the people in the global north need to travel longer
distances to network.

2.1.1

Diversity in a network

Men have still maintained their “old boys clubs” either formally or informally through
business trips, after work drinks and sports getaways (de Castro Caldeirinha and Horst, 2017)
and it is established that women are mostly excluded from the men’s networks (Ibarra, 1995).
Women who have the same work experience and history, age and title as men have less
contact with the decision makers (Scott, 1996), yet when rated by their peers, bosses or staff,
women are ranked higher in work quality, collaboration and setting goals, hence the networks
that men belong to are more powerful (Pini et al., 2004) and men make use of these contacts
leveraging each other very often unlike women (Donnellon and Langowitz, 2009). With the
career paths of men and women different (O’Neil and Bilimoria, 2005) (Sullivan and
Mainiero, 2007) and where women’s careers are affected more by social factors and a diverse
of organizational factors (Forret and Dougherty, 2004) (O’Neil et al., 2011) makes women
establish networks which are smaller with stronger ties and high similarity, with more women
than men (Knouse and Webb, 2001). On the other hand, men’s networks have more men than
women, have weaker ties with a much broader and more diverse membership range, and with
more instrumental ties (Ibarra, 1997). Some evidence suggests that networking has different
benefits for men and women, being more “utilitarian” for men and “social” for women, where
16

men prefer instrumental ties and results and women expressive ties and results (Vinnicombe,
1996, cited in Travers, 1997). Men also tend to use different networking strategies from
women, with research by Ragins (1998) discovering that an increase in internal visibility as
a result of networking, increased significantly the number of promotions men received, but
the contrary for women did not hold true. Some research suggests that some women would
like networks which are all inclusive, and would like men to be part of their networks (O’Neil
et al., 2011).

Diversity does not only relate to gender but relates to several different circles of contact and
ties an individual can make, and when the diversity is high, it allows information access from
sources that are both multiple and not overlapping (Perriton, 2006). It also relates to the
quality and quantity of ties that can be made (Powell, 2009). An individual needs to form ties
in their own cluster as well as in other clusters (Ferrazzi and Raz, 2014).

2.1.2

Social Capital

Social capital is a term that started to be seen frequently in research in the last couple of
decades, but it was first defined by Hanifan in 1916 as “the tangible substances …that count
for most in the daily lives of people: namely good will, fellowship, sympathy, and social
intercourse among the individuals and families who make up a social unit. . .” (Hanifan,
1916). Since then, there are many definitions of social capital. For the purposes of this report,
we will use the one given by Coleman in 1990, where he defined social capital as “that have
two characteristics in common: they all consist of some aspect of the social structure. And
they facilitate actions of individuals who are within the structure”, and “unlike other forms
of capital, social capital inheres in the structure of relations between persons and among
persons” (Coleman, 1990).

Social capital refers to the resources both tangible in terms of physical spaces and intangible
in terms of people, the relationship between the different resources and the impact of the
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relationships on the said resources (Portes, 1998) (Foley and Edwards, 1999) (Dolfsma and
Dannreuther, 2003) (Claridge, 2004) (d’Hombres et al., 2010) (Levine et al., 2014) (Engbers
et al., 2017). Unfortunately, social capital has been so widely applied in so many different
contexts that it runs the risk of losing its distinct meaning (Yang, 2007). There are three main
categorizations of social capital used, firstly, on a macro level, relating to country and state,
secondly, on a meso level, relating to communities, for example, churches, schools, social
networks and work places and thirdly on a micro level relating to the individual themselves
(Alvarez and Romani, 2017).

Some network researchers have determined the strength of a network using measures, such
as, size, density and closeness (Borgatti and Jones, 1998), but research is not clear on their
viability (Lin, 1999). Most network researchers use relationships/ties to determine the
strength of a network (Feld, 1981) (Borgatti and Halgin, 2011), depending on who is central
to the network, who forms a tie with whom, what is the kind of tie and the characteristics of
the tie (Brass, 1985). This indicates or implies that networks are more complicated than just
ties between friends and acquaintances (Uzzi and Dunlap, 2005) (Ibarra and Hunter, 2007),
where, the strength of a tie is a function of "the amount of time, the emotional intensity, the
intimacy (mutual confiding), and reciprocal services that characterize the tie" (Granovetter,
1983 p.1361).

There is a confusion in literature if there are theories of social capital in existence. A
substantial amount of literature refers to the different theories, a similar amount referring to
“the methodologies” and another group saying there are no theories in existence (Borgatti
and Halgin, 2011). However, the four theories are: (1) Coleman’s (1990) Closed Network
Theory, (2) Granovetter’s (1983) Strong Weak Ties Theory, (3) Burt’s (1992) Structural
Holes Theory and (4) Social Resources Theory (Lin et al., 1981a) (Lin et al., 1981b). The
first three refer to the physical structure of the networks and the fourth to the resources of the
network.
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2.1.2.1 Physical Structure of networks

The Closed Network Theory, as described by Coleman (1990), is a closed network, where
there are very cohesive ties within the network, which promote trust and cooperation between
the members, remove uncertainty and allow cooperation to achieve results (Coleman, 1990).
In the Strength of Weak Ties theory, it is theorized that the people with stronger ties probably
move within the same social circle and therefore have the same ties with third parties, and
have the same information as a result of fast dissipation of information among a select few.
Therefore it is the ties that are outside the close circle, that are likely to make the bridge for
the information flow and new ideas (Granovetter, 1983). The Structural Holes Theory
describes the pattern of ties within the “alters” in the individuals network, and a structural
hole exists where two “alters” are unconnected. According to Burt (1992), a structural hole
has three benefits; information that is both on time and novel; a greater bargaining power,
where the individual can then control both resources and outcomes; and more visibility for
the individual and greater knowledge of career options (Burt, 1992).

Literature agrees that networks are a source of social capital, and that the structure of the
networks matters and goes on to gives several reasons why networks are important. Networks
facilitate the flow of information, resources and opportunities, increase credibility through
certifying of credentials, exertion of influence and reinforcing recognition and help in
overcoming dilemmas through working together with members of the network (Pferrer et al.,
1976) (Granovetter, 1983) (Kotter, 1985) (Coleman, 1990) (Gargiulo and Benassi, 2000)
(Lin, 2001). However, literature does not agree on which structure of the network is best
suited to allow for this to happen. Podolny and Baron (1997) in their research of managers in
a technology firm, said ‘‘a cohesive network conveys a clear normative order within which
the individual can optimize performance, whereas a diverse, disconnected network exposes
the individual to conflicting preferences and allegiances within which is much harder to
optimize’’ but they go on to acknowledge benefits in both the cohesive relationships and
structural holes theory, where reciprocity is viewed by both cohesive and structural holes
theories as the mechanism that makes assets out of relationships and hence develops social
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capital. Kilduff 2010, (cited in Borgatti and Halgin, 2011) show that the Structural Hole
Theory ignores the positive attributes of the individual and the “alters”, and only looks at the
number and connectivity of the “alters” and while he shows the close relationship between
the Strong Weak Ties Theory and Structural Holes Theory, he goes on say that although in
the Structural Hole Theory individuals form strategic instrumental ties, in Strong Weak Ties
Theory, the individuals form ties that prove useful only incidentally and the strength of the
tie will determine its bridging capabilities, but if they are weaker, they are prone to decay.

Gargiulo and Benassi (2000), in their study of an Italian company, determined that there are
different network structures needed at different times in a manager’s career, with a cohesive
network required at the early stages of their careers, while at a later stage cohesive networks
may inhibit the flexibility to develop further their social capital. A lack of structural holes
makes it difficult to renew and change the composition of a network, and keep individuals
tied to others who have lost their social capital, but the risks involved in information being
passed out, make the individual remain in a closed network (Raub and Weesie, 1990). Strong
bonds may also serve as a filter, isolating the individual from information coming from the
outside world (Uzzi, 1997). While, in her study, Marin, (2012) showed that information is
shared more within strong ties than weak ties, as the strong ties are trusted to help maintain
reputational advantages.

2.1.2.2 Social Resources Theory

The social resources theory, relates to the nature of resources to be found in the network, and
have been defined by Lin as "the wealth, status, power as well as social ties of those persons
who are directly or indirectly linked to the individual” (Lin et al., 1981a). While Lin et al.,
(1981b) determine that social capital is an individual resource, Pena-López and SánchezSantos (2017) characterize it as a network of relations. The social resources that an individual
can attain are related to accessibility and mobilization, where accessibility refers to the
number of ties that can be accessed in the network, and mobilization refers to the resources
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that an individual can extract from the network, which are either present or not (Smith, 2005)
(Smith et al., 2012). Investments in networks are goal oriented and the returns are either
instrumental or expressive (Pena-López and Sánchez-Santos, 2017).

The differentiation between instrumental and expressive ties has been seen severally in
network literature, and the importance of the differentiation has been shown to be; firstly, to
define what is the main resource that is being exchanged and secondly to understand which
types of ties provide which type of relationship (Ibarra, 1993). Instrumental ties are related
to the individuals’ career and work and provide a place for the exchange of resources and up
to date information related to tenure, wages, culture, guidance with career direction, lobbying
for promotions, appraisal of potential appointments, linking with other individuals in higher
management positions, exchange of information and expertise related to the work place,
professional advice, access to political connections and material resources. Expressive ties
on the other hand relate to the provision of friendship and social support, sense of belonging
and community, connecting with like-minded individuals, reducing feeling of isolation and
fostering a collective identity. Expressive ties have been seen to have a closer relationship
than instrumental ties, and instrumental benefits are associated with weak ties (Tichy et al.,
1979) (Fombrun, 1982) (Ibarra, 1993) (Singh et al., 2006) (Cross and Armstrong, 2008)
(Donnellon and Langowitz, 2009) (O’Neil et al., 2011) (Hodigere and Bilimoria, 2015).

2.1.3

Mentorship

Mentorship can be defined as a developmental relationship, where a more experienced
individual guides and assists a lesser experienced individual, over a long period of time, to
grow and improve their career opportunities. Mentors create a safe space for an honest and
genuine interaction, and mentoring usually works through network connections (Kram, 1983)
(Kram, 1988).
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The early research on mentoring has shown that mentoring has two functions, instrumental
and expressive. Instrumental functions are related to the career, helping the mentee to gain
the knowledge and skills for career advancement and sponsoring; including coaching,
protection, providing challenging assignments and visibility; while expressive functions
relate to the psychosocial aspect, including being a role model, and offering friendship,
counselling and confirmation (Kram and Isabella, 1985). In addition mentors can help
develop the mentees network (Blickle et al., 2009).

Although there is not much recent research, many women believe that they have no need of
mentors for career advancement, and require only knowledge, hard work and dedication
(Simonetti et al., 1999) whilst men seek out mentors for career advancement (Tannen, 2013)
and are therefore more successful in advancing that women (Simonetti et al., 1999).
However, several studies have shown there is a link between having a mentor and improving
one’s career (Morrison et al., 1994) and that mentoring has been linked to both subjective
and objectives results, employee satisfaction and higher salaries/career advancement
respectively (Dreher and Ash, 1990) (Dreher and Cox, 1996) (Allen et al., 2004). However,
there is a gap in literature to understand how women can to use the mentoring relationship to
benefit their career.

In their study, O’Neil et al (2011), discovered that some women join networks for the
mentoring, but a successful mentorship requires that the mentor and mentee function in roles
that have a similarity in outlook to the world (Egan, 1996) and a mentor who is from a position
power basis has more influence that they can wield on behalf of the mentee (Ely et al., 2011).
However, peers may also act as mentors, in a mutual relationship where both parties give and
receive support. Women in male dominated professions and minorities need a mentor more,
and a woman mentor from a similar profession or majority is preferred (Kram and Isabella,
1985).
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Women have reported the same mentoring experience with mentors who are women and
mentors who are men (Burke and McKeen, 1990). However, in a study by Cross and
Armstrong (2008) women showed that they understood the value of male mentors in
advancing their careers. Unfortunately, male mentors struggle with a dilemma, as mentoring
requires the mentor to develop a close relationship, while Klenke (2012), discovered that men
in senior leadership positions are reluctant to have a female mentee for fear of being accused
of being in a relationship with their mentee. In his study, Tharenou (2003) discovered that
when women have women mentors they get more advancement and Ragins and McFarlin
(1990) showed that women mentors understand better the work life – home life balance and
can provide better support to their mentees. However, women mentors give too much
psychosocial support, which has been associated negatively with career advancement
(Tharenou, 2003).

There are no two mentorships alike, and a special one includes sponsorship, where the mentor
does not only give feedback and advice, but goes further in advocating for the mentee with
higher level contacts. Research shows that most women are over-mentored, but undersponsored (Ibarra et al., 2010).

2.1.4

Connectors, Maven and Salesmen

As one of the main purposes of a network is gathering and disseminating information,
research on the movement of information shows that information moves within 5 or 6 stages
irrespective of the number of people or geography it passes through. It further shows that
there are several people required for the effective flow of information. Using the historical
figure of Paul Revere as a start, and how his midnight ride that led to the defeat of the British
troops in the American Civil war, Gladwell’s research shows that connectors, mavens and
salesmen are required for information to flow among a group of people (Gladwell, 2002).
Connectors are the small number of people who know and have special gifts to be able to link
with many people either in the forms of friends or acquaintances. They do not necessarily
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make friends, but the acquaintances or “weak ties” as Granovetter terms it, they span the
different cliques and are able therefore to point one person in the direction of another person
that would make a useful contact. Mavens on the other hand are credited with the distribution
of knowledge. The term maven comes from Yiddish and means “the one who accumulates
knowledge,” and is used to depict a person who has the skills and knowledge to share
information widely, as information brokers. Lastly, Salesmen are people with the skills to
persuade people to believe something, especially when they are not convinced of what they
have heard, salesmen do this with verbal or non-verbal cues (Gladwell, 2002) (Rath, 2007)
(Gladwell, 2011).

2.2 Research questions and its relevance to business case

Professional Women’s international (PWI), is an English speaking, multi-cultural network of
professional women who assist each other “to grow and to succeed” while advancing gender
balanced leadership. Their identified priority areas are, “career management, self-esteem,
working as a minority in a male dominated environment, and advancing gender balance
leadership” (Professional Womens International, 2018b). PWI is run entirely by volunteers
as a non for profit, and arranges networking events, seminars, workshops, events and
mentoring opportunities to promote its objective.

The presence of networks is seen throughout our history, and there is a vast amount of
literature available on networks and the social capital that comes from them. However, there
is not much literature on professional women’s networks and what role they play in the
advancement of the careers of their members.

Therefore, with this research we expect to add to existing research on what role professional
networks play on the career advancements of its members, and PWI was used as the case
study.
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2.3 A conceptual framework

A summary of Social capital was proposed by Lin, 1999 as seen in figure 1 below. She
postulates a diagrammatic representation using the elements mentioned by most of the
scholars who have researched on social capital.

The preconditions and precursors refer to the assets and social resources available to the
individual, based on their position in the social structure (hence inequality). The
capitalization of the social capital elements, refers to the individuals access to the resources
and how they mobilize them and finally the effects or return on social capital, refers to the
possible returns that an individual can get from using their social capital (Lin, 1999).

Figure 1: A conceptual model of social capital (Lin, 1999)
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3. Methodology

3.1 Description of the research setting

The primary research setting is PWI, in Brussels, but as a member of PWI Brussels
automatically becomes a member of Professional Women’s Network (PWN) Global, the
secondary setting is members of PWN. The research has been carried out in the summer of
2018.

3.2 Explanation and justification of the methodological approach.

This section is set out to provide a description of the methodology used to explore and analyze
the role an independent professional women’s network has played in the career advancement
of its members. The literature review highlights the fact there is not much research to show
the actual effectiveness of women’s networks in advancing women’s careers. Therefore, it is
necessary to collect relevant data and analyze it to understand which benefits of a professional
women’s network have positively affected the career advancement of their women members
from the perspective of the women themselves. Qualitative methods of research are used, as
qualitative research is “associated with an interpretive philosophy” a usually related to
socially formulated meanings and the ability of the researcher to understand the situation
(Denzin and Lincoln, 2011).

The study was centered around Professional Women’s International (PWI), which as an
organization, thus allowing the case study method to be used. A case study is an in depth
study and inquiry, into a real-life setting where the parameters of the qualitative research are
set by the boundaries of the organization and its immediate surroundings which allows the
strategy for the research to be more focused and with a lesser number of variables (Yin, 2012).
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The overall aim was to gain information and knowledge in order to increase the awareness
of the women of PWI and beyond on the benefits of building relationships within a network.

The case study organization, PWI, has 140 members in Brussels and as it is part of
Professional Women’s Network (PWN), which has 3500 members worldwide, PWN will
make up the secondary case study. This research study was carried out in the following stages:
(1) the survey questions and interview guides were developed (2) data collection was done
through an online survey, interviews and observation (3) the data was analyzed to identify
commonalities and research findings developed, in order to draw conclusions in line with the
literature reviewed.

3.2.1

Data collection through a survey questionnaire

This is a method of explanatory and descriptive research, and was used to gather data from
the larger sample of PWN with its members spread out in 28 different locations, through the
globe, and it includes the members of the case study in PWI Brussels. This method was used
as it is an efficient way to obtain information from this large sample, as it is impossible to
talk to the same number of people that can be reached through such a questionnaire.

Therefore, a 27 question survey was used, as seen in appendix one. It was designed as an
anonymous survey which was easy to complete in a short time, to give a broad outline and to
identify areas for more detail to be garnered in the individual interviews described below.
Surveymonkey.com was used to generate the survey, and the link from this survey was
emailed to the prospective respondents, with a covering email from the respective presidents
to encourage members to take the survey. Each survey took on average 8 minutes to complete
and there were 84 responses collected. As one of the known disadvantages of this method is
the lack of control the researcher has over the response rate, reliability and validity of the
data (Saunders et al., 2016 p. 439), the following were used to optimize the quality of data
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collected using this method: (1) the maximum number of words in each question was kept to
a maximum of 16 words, or 20 words where there is more than one question (Lietz, 2009),
(2) the questions were designed using relevant literature and other conducted case studies as
a guide, the questions ranged between multiple choice, to ranking questions to one-word
answer questions, (3) the questions were double checked over by the researchers’ supervisor
for this work and three members of the board of PWI Brussels and amended as recommended,
(4) the questionnaire was pilot tested through the president of PWI Brussels and after being
amended for the final time, was launched on a website with a software specifically for
surveys, for final completion by the sample.

As there is no platform where such a survey could be launched to the entire membership of
PWN at a go, several methods has to be used to do this. The survey was launched to the
members of PWI Brussels through their online platform “Wild Apricot” and sent to the
presidents of the networks of Amsterdam, Barcelona and Dublin, who belong to the same
working group as the president of Brussels. In addition, the survey was sent to Lisbon and to
the co-president of PWN global for further dissemination. A limitation was revealed here, as
the researcher was made aware towards the end of the research period, that the survey was
not sent as widely as expected, rather to only two city networks.

3.2.2

Data collection through interviews

After the survey questionnaire above, interviews were conducted, to clarify any details which
did not come out clearly in the online survey above. The interviews were a conversation
between two people, one being the researcher (Saunders et al., 2016 p. 388) in order to ask
specific questions, (with reference to appendix two), and to go into more detail and obtain
personal insights (semi-structured interview) and using a detailed list of questions (structured
interview) (Cooper and Schindler, 2014 p. 153). Structured interviews were used for the
primary sample of PWI members, while semi-structured interviews were used for the persons
interviewed who were not members of PWI.
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The selection criteria followed the available statistics of PWI, with reference to figures 2 and
3 below, with a 15% target of each segment. With the help of the sponsor of the project, the
current president of PWI, and the board, an initial number of persons to be interviewed were
chosen to represent a diverse selection of the membership, through the different professions
and ages and members who are both more active and less active. An email requesting
interviews was sent out by the president, and the select few who responded were scheduled
for interviews while the researcher was in Brussels. This formed group one, the second round
of interviews which followed, formed group two, and these were made up of the later
respondents to the initial email from the president and others who were identified by the
researcher through a “snowball effect” made up of those group one interviewees made
reference to and thought would be beneficial to interview. The final group was chosen after
doing an analysis of the first two groups and identifying which category in the statistics was
under - represented, using a 15% target sample, further requests for interviews and reminders
were sent out by the president of PWI.

24%

25%

Business Services/independents
Corporates
In transition

9%

Prof advisers

4%
38%

EU bubble

Figure 2: Division of PWI members by profession (Professional Women’s International, 2017)
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Nineteen (19) interviews were carried out in total, all interviews were at mutually agreed
locations and times. The first group of interviews were conducted face to face in Brussels,
while the second and third group interviews were conducted using social media such as
skype, whatsapp or phone, as preferred by the interviewee. The interview was arranged on
email at a mutually agreed time. The shortest interview was 21 minutes and the longest 53
minutes.

One interview did not take place at the agreed time due to a lack of connection, within the 19
interviews conducted, two interviews were not very clear, and only the parts that were clear
could be used in the analysis. Due to the period of the interviews many of the potential
respondents were unable to be reached due to summer holidays, making the percentage of
actual interviews at 13.5% against a target of 15% in total.

2%
2%6%
35%

1940's

25%

1950's
1960's
1970's
1980's

30%

1990's

Figure 3: Division of PWI members by date of birth (Professional Women’s International, 2017)
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3.2.3

Data collection through observation

The third method of data collection was through observation, with the objective of gaining a
deeper understanding of the environment of the members, their perceptions and how they
react to each other in a social setting. Therefore, researcher travelled to Brussels and attended
three events of PWI, a board meeting, an event planning meeting and a speaker event of the
growth club. The researcher was an observer in two events and a participant in one (Saunders
et al., 2016 p. 356)

3.2.4

Data analysis

The method of data analysis used was the template analysis, which is identifying, organizing
and interpreting themes in the textual data. This method of analysis is very flexible and
systematic and can provide the required structure for the analysis but can still be adapted to
the study (Saunders et al., 2016 p. 576)

The first step was to transcribe most of the interviews, and the researchers notes which
included the nonverbal responses such as general impressions, credibility, tone of voice and
gaps in information (Cooper and Schindler, 2014 p.152).

Important themes and patterns were then identified, the codes included those associated with
profession related issues, work related traits, mentorship, gender related issued and
networking issues. The interview transcripts were reviewed to determine words, statements
or experiences related to these particular themes, and the original themes adjusted to fit the
interview results. In some places parallel coding was used, as a part of the interview transcript
related to two or more themes. Meaningful clusters were then made with emerging potential
themes, redundancies removed and the themes identified more robustly. The emerging
themes were then arranged hierarchically, with some stand-alone while others cutting across
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the data. Several templates versions were tried until the researcher was convinced of a
comprehensive representation of the data interpretation. The disadvantage of this method is
in removing some of the text from its context it may lose some of its meaning, as the
researcher is aware of this, every effort was made to mitigate this (King and Brooks, 2018).

3.3 Access and ethical concerns

From the perspective of the university, the ethical dimensions of this research was approved
by university where this research was carried out.

From the perspective of the case organization, the research was mentioned in the annual
report of PWI, before the research began to inform all members of the proposed undertaking.
The access to the interviewees and respondents was managed very carefully, initial requests
for interviews were done by the president of PWI on behalf of the researcher, with an
introduction to the researcher in order for the prospective respondent to know the request was
legitimate.

From the perspective of the respondents, the interviews were carried out at a mutually
convenient time and place, and rejections to the request for an interview were accepted. The
researcher was introduced in all events that were attended, and every available means was
used to ensure that there was full disclosure of the reason of the research, and that consent
was obtained before the interview began and the recording of the interview occurred, and
confidentiality of the interviewee maintained. Where the anonymous quote may inadvertently
reveal the person’s identity due to specific words, the researcher obtained consent before
using the quote. All personal data accessed by the researcher was treated with utmost
confidentiality.
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4. Findings

As described in chapter three above, data collection for this research was done using an online
survey, in-depth interviews and observation. This chapter will describe the results collected.

4.1 General description of data sample
In relation to online survey, 78 respondents (96%) were from the city networks of Brussels
and Lisbon, with 3 respondents (4%) from Lyon. As seen in figure 4 below, which represents
the demographics of the respondents, it can be seen that:

1. In the online survey, with 81 respondents, the largest age group are in the 40’s
(41%).
2. In the interviews, out of the 19 interviewed, most of the women are in their 50’s
(44%)

Age division of interviewees

1980's

1970's

Online Survey

1960's

1950's

prefer
not to
answer

Indepth Interviews

Figure 4: Graph showing the ages of respondents in the online survey and interviews
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The majority of the respondents have been members of PWI/PWN for 2 years or less: 74%
of online survey respondents and 47% of interviewees. Further 3 of the interviewees, (16 %)
were not members, rather comprised of speakers at PWI events, potential members and
competitors.

A variety of professions were represented, in the online survey, the largest categories were
science, technology or engineering professions, with 12 respondents (15%) and public sector,
lobbyists or coaches/entrepreneurs with 9 respondents (11%) and in the interviews, the largest
percentage was represented by coaches and entrepreneurs, with 4 respondents (21%), with 2
respondents each, from both finance and human resources (10%).

With reference to figure 5 below, the 23 respondents in the online survey are in senior
management (29%) with the same number in middle management (29%), while 20
respondents are independents/entrepreneurs (25%). In the interviews however, 9 respondents
are entrepreneurs or independents (47%).

For both online surveys and interview, on average, most of the respondents have a
postgraduate degree or higher (71%), and 78% have worked for 15 years or more and most
respondents (94%) work between 31 and 40 hours a week. while 90 % of the respondents are
Europeans. About 46% of respondents focus on both their family life and career without
giving preference to either, 33% focus on their careers with their family fitting around their
careers, while 14% give priority to their families over their careers.
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Figure 5: Online survey results on professional status of respondents

4.2 Network

4.2.1

General description of the network

In relation to career advancement, in the online survey, with reference to figure 6 below, 21
respondents (41%) considered that PWI/PWN has not played a role in their career
advancements, while 27 respondents (33%) have received self-confidence and useful insights
and 21 respondents (25%) have benefitted from exchanges with other professional women.
In addition to the 41% who say PWI/PWN has not played a role in their career advancement,
7 respondents (9%) in the “other factors” category when asked to specify, have written
answers in the category “yet” and “not yet” bringing the percentage who say PWI/PWN has
not had an effect on their careers to 38 respondents (46%).

If we now look at the interview data to get a better explanation, 3 respondents (16%) spoke
of career advances in terms of promotion, new jobs and change of careers. From the
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remaining 16 respondents (84%), the entrepreneurs and independents joined the network to
find business opportunities and to use the network as test platforms, as respondent 8 says;

“an experimentation library to try out new things in coaching”

other results from joining the network according to respondent 18 were;

“No direct result, promoted, new clients… It has helped to raise my profile, use
profile in a way it has been useful, in touch with very interesting people, who may
not put me in touch with a client, but has put me in touch with a variety of
professionals, addressing different people. Test certain solutions, realizing things
about myself, self-reflection in a safe environment.”
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Figure 6: results from online survey showing the role the network has played in the professional life of the members
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further, quoting respondent 4, who works for a large corporate who said in relation to the
benefits of a network;

“you never know what life brings when you, someone with a different background
thinking about next step and then you have a good connection and things move
differently. The good thing about PWI it that you are not meeting people of the same
back ground and same organization, if you think about the network event in general
within the company you work for of course the easiest way to go to grow personally
within that company, but can also be tiring, lots of energy, it's of different company,
different culture, different mindset, it’s good to connect with people of different
business, different networks.”

PWI has less than 10% Belgian women, during interviews, it became apparent that the ones
who had joined PWI were looking for the international flavor, because they wanted to
broaden their network, with several of them having spent a substantial time living abroad and
missing the link and the language when they returned home. Respondent 6, one Belgian
woman said:

“First of all what I understand now within PWI is that PWI is for international woman.
Who work abroad, but to be like me a Belgian woman working. I think I am only one
Belgian within PWI.”

4.2.2

Physical network

Opportunities to network are found in several places in PWI; (1) the growth club which
targets entrepreneurs and women who work independently, they meet regularly, inviting a
speaker of interest to the group over lunch, (2) the path is for women in transition, meeting
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regularly in a public space to share and talk among themselves, usually without
predetermined agendas, (3) Women in Science, Technology, engineering, digital art and
mathematics (STEAM), no events have taken place in 2018 as a new coordinator has just
started, (4) mentorship, this is one on one meetings between the mentor and the mentee with
a couple of meetings where the mentees and mentors all meet each other, (5) volunteers in
the board and the executive committee, PWI is lead and managed entirely by volunteers,
meeting face to face regularly and keeping in contact regularly both as a group and as the
board and executive committee, (6) corporates and women in similar industries, PWI has
several corporate members, where the women work together on a day to day basis, and
women in similar industries who meet regularly in their professional lives, (7) general
networking events arranged by PWI, over drinks, dinners and sometimes with a speaker
invited or a workshop arranged on specific topics.

As the physical structure of a network requires explanation before a discussion can take place,
it was not added to the online survey. In the interviews, 10 women (53 %) who were network
leaders of PWI/PWN described very strong ties and friendships with other women, especially
with others who volunteered. Respondent 2 said;

“I have a nice network of women who are in the same position as I am right now and
in that perspective I can feel the support. But when I was a member it was not there
that I felt ok they are like minded or in a similar background as me.”

Women working for one large corporate made up 21% (4 respondents) of those interviewed
and described very strong ties with the other women in the corporate, and a trend was seen
with all the other groups that spend a substantial amount of time together. One (1) respondent
(5%) worked for a corporate with a very patriarchal culture, and described a lack of ties within
their corporate.
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A few respondents described the acquaintances they made through the network, but many
described the difficulty in finding time to attend events as a major problem to furthering
acquaintances. With a few exceptions, there is not much of a network overlap between the
different groups, and the other places where the network may be built, is the events,
workshops and general networking events.

There was a difference in opinion between the respondents on how easy they found
networking, from easy, to wariness to very difficult, attributed to the character and the
experience of the different women. Respondent 2 who did a survey of some of the women
who attended the networking events said;

“With a lot of women it is hit or miss, they do not know how to network effectively.”

While respondent 4 said;

“I think it's always right to go there as we are expats, I am not Belgian, it is a good
way to make friends and connections…. I would say I don’t have difficulties but at
the same time you have to find the occasion to meet people to give you the opportunity
and leave you to go connect with people.”

There is a variety of events and workshops with different speakers and facilitators that are
used to introduce new skills and allow for a time for networking after the events. The
majority of the respondents voiced the view that the caliber of the speaker and the topic of
the event were the two most important criteria for their attendance, the corporate members
have access to in house training, and the events arranged by PWI only attract them where
they have something different or novel to offer. Respondent 8, summed it up neatly as,
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“…something different, or on a subject I know but presented in an original way…
“Let’s take a workshop it’s about two hours, you are not going to learn a skill by the
end of two hours: it may remind you of things you know or don’t think about but
could be an eye opener or give you ideas you did not think about.”

Collecting data through observation, the researcher attended one PWI events in Brussels, a
sit down luncheon around a table with a high caliber speaker, there were 9 women present
including the speaker. Out of these, 4 were volunteers and the researcher, 2 came because of
the caliber of the speaker and 1 to promote her product. The researcher observed that the
women did not know each other, introducing themselves to each other as they came in,
however, there were common ties to the three volunteers present. Interviewing 3 of the
women later, the researcher discovered that they had not had any forays to make any ties with
the other women.

4.2.3

Diversity in the network

The online survey also revealed that the preference of diversity in the network are; diversity
in background and in experience as seen in figure 7 below.
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Diversity in background (5.08)
Diversity in breath of experience (4.76)
Diversity in sector of employment (4.02)
Diversity

in

cultures

(3.47)

Diversity in nationality (3.11)

Figure 7: Figure depiction of online survey results of diversity
requirements in the network

In the online survey, 50 of the respondents (61%) choose that they were exposed to women
more senior to them, in the network, while 42 respondents (52%) and 40 respondents (50%)
were exposed to women who were their peers and role models respectively, and finally 39
respondents (48%) were exposed to women younger than themselves.

However, in the interviews, several women mentioned a lack of senior members, corporate
members and members in strongly male dominated fields within the membership of PWI.
Respondent 11, a woman in her 50’s said;

“I do not get enough, the difficulty is we usually look for peers, for people doing the
same things, I miss the challenge in my thinking, I am usually the older, more
experienced one.”

A view to the contrary was given by respondent 4, a woman working in a corporate;
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“I think it’s very diverse. I mean I consider myself part of the old people because I
am over 40. I see a lot of young ladies as well... I think it is wide in terms of difference
backgrounds people from the European Union…”

In relation to women in male dominated fields, as respondent 8 said, an engineer, who is a
member of the board said;

“I did not get the support of a woman in the man’s world, but now… I am connecting
with women in other networks, so getting the support from there, and connecting
within women on the board.”

The lack of senior members as seen in the interviews may be explained by the ages groups
interviewed, in the online survey the highest number interviewed are in their 40’s while in
the interviews the highest numbers interviewed are in their 50’s.

4.2.4

Connectors, Maven and Salesmen

This was a finding that came up in the interviews, and had not been included in the online
survey. It showed that the women who have been members for more than two years, identified
two women, one previous and one current board members who would connect women to the
ones they needed to network with, both however, are not very active now, quoting respondent
6 as she described one;

“she is the type of person who makes sure everyone is feeling well
and meeting the right people.”
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Two other women have recognized the need of a connector in PWI, while another woman
associated successful networking events as those that had a couple of extrovert board
members present that knew all participants. Respondent 12, described activities used as;

“in events, we arrange activities to help people engage with others and meet others.”

While respondent 8 said in relation to the connectors;

“there should be a public relations person when we organize events …when a new
person joins, they can quickly be put in contact with somebody else that is attending
the event. However, when someone joins they write what is it that they want on a
form.”

However, as the same respondent went on to say, unless the background of the different
women in the network are known, it will be difficult to have a connector, in her view the first
step is to have interviews with the different women, preferably over a social networking
event, and get to know more about them to enable the right connections to be made.

4.3 Social Resources

4.3.1

Instrumental and expressive ties

In level of priority, with reference to figure 8 below, the online survey gave the most
important reasons for joining PWI/PWN as: (1) to build their network, (2) to exchange
general stories, information, insights and advice, (3) for career advancement, (4) to learn new
skills, (5) a sense of belonging and community, for social support and friendship, (6) to give
back the benefit of your experience and skills and to promote women professionally, (7) to
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find a mentor or a sponsor, (8) to receive information and insights on a particular employer,
industry or profession, (9) for female companionship, I am based in a male dominated sphere.

Figure 8: Online survey results on ranking the reasons members joined the network

However, on looking in more detail at the statistics in the online surveys, women in the
traditionally male dominated professions, science, technology, engineering and mathematics
(STEM) have the most important reason as “female companionship, I am based in a male
dominated sphere.” Some professions though not the run of the mill “male dominated”
spheres have the same main factor, due to the gender diversity of the organization they work
in.
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Dividing the statistics further in terms of age, 7 out of the total of 8 of women in their 50’s
and older (87%), are more interested in expressive relationships, and challenging discussions
from their peers and would like to give back the benefit of their experience and skills to
promote other women professionally. Women in their 40’s are more diverse, and it depends
on their career paths and if they have switched career or not, a mix of expressive and
instrumental relationships is seen, however, in this group, 4 respondents out of a total of 5
(70%) would also like to give back the benefit of their experience and skills to promote other
women professionally. From the women in their 30’s, 4 respondents out of a total of 5 (81%)
are looking mainly for instrumental relationships and getting a mentor, career advancement,
with a 1 respondent (19%) looking mainly for expressive relationships.

There was general consensus in the interviews to this ranking, Respondent 2, a woman
working in a corporate said;

“the reason why people join is because they want to look outside the borders of their
company maybe because they are thinking about a career switch or because they are
between jobs and they are looking for a way to create a bigger network or to increase
a chance for a new job or project. There is always a reason that people are joining it’s
not just for fun and my belief there are two things is the networking part so to increase
your network to give your career more chances.”

In relation to the requirements of the different age groups, in the interviews, respondent 9, a
woman in her 40’s said,

“It’s about growing your own entrepreneurship or your financial independence and I
think if you are choosing for 20-25 age group then they are more like, it’s my first
job, what should I do and that is different.”
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4.4 Mentorship

According to the online survey, 21 respondents (26%) have secured a mentor through
PWI/PWN, as seen in figure 9 below, while 60 respondents (75%) do not have a mentor, and
out of the ones who have a mentor, 6 respondents (27%) have a mentor who is a member of
PWI/PWN, with 6 respondents skipping this question.

Figure 9: Online survey results on number of respondents who have mentors

Out of the 21 respondents (26%) who had mentors, 5 respondents (20%) reported they
received support and advice on a career advancement or a career move, 4 respondents (17%)
received reassurance on professional skills and 4 respondents (17%) on improving selfconfidence, the 2 respondents (8%) and 1 respondent (3%) included support and advice on
current position and on work life and home life.
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Data reveals, that PWI Brussels has currently 27 mentors, a mixture of in-house and external
mentors. The number started out at 37, but 10 mentors were lost along the way. The mentors
and mentees are matched by the mentoring director depending on the skills, experience and
need. The information used is collected through a form which is filled by both the mentor
and the mentee. The method of matching the mentors to the mentees has changed from last
year, where a kind of “speed dating” was employed and mentors and mentees got to meet and
indicate their choices. The mentoring process is in waves of 6 months, and the mentoring
director carries out monthly informal meetings, mid-term reviews and offers coaching to help
with the mentoring process.

In the interviews, out of the respondents, 6 were mentors (30%) and 6 mentees (30%). Out
of the mentors, two do not mentor within PWI, and one had a young man as her mentee,
several of the senior women who were interviewed would like to be mentors.

From the 6 respondents (30%) of those who were mentees, 3 respondents (50%) had positive
outcomes, namely, a promotion, one with help in a decision to go for further studies, a second
with help to change career and a third with a sounding board where to bounce off thoughts
and hesitations. From the 3 respondents (50%) that had negative outcomes, one woman from
STEM background was matched with mentor from another background and did not get the
understanding she needed, while another has suffered from competition from her women
peers and has had to seek male mentors outside and the third had problems with a male boss
that the mentor did not understand being female.
In the interviews, a few additional detailed were garnered, according to one respondent, 80
to 90% of the current in house mentors within PWI are coaches. Respondent 17 commented
on the number of sessions as not sufficient, by saying

“More sessions of mentorship at the same time because we have six, the program
could be extended.”
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One of the problems identified with the mentorship program, according to one of the mentors,
who has four mentees, (respondent 8), is that there is a commitment that is required from both
the mentor and the mentee, saying,

“The month of May and June has been very intensive for everybody and all of a
sudden everybody disappeared and our role is not to go after them, if they want to
continue its up to them … other one also contacted me this week she said sorry I have
been silent for a long time”

Respondent 7, who is a volunteer and part of the Executive Committee, commented that
sponsorship of mentees was discouraged in the mentorship program of PWI.

To obtain a mentor is one of the main reasons the corporate members join the network, yet
less than 25% of the membership have mentors. However, from the results of the mentoring
program, mentees saw both career support and psychosocial support.

4.5 Gender diversity

In the online survey, as seen in figure 10 below, respondents answered equally at 47% (38
respondents) and 46% (37 respondents) a piece on whether they chose PWI/PWN because it
was a women’s only network or not. The remaining 6 respondents (6%), who chose the
“other” option and who specified as requested in the survey boxes provided, chose PWI/PWN
for its international membership, dynamic people, important topics and for their company,
one respondent wrote;

“because is focused on women's needs, but integrates men, plus quality of the
members and good seniority balance and diversity.”
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Figure 10: Online survey results showing if the women choose to join a women's only network

However, with reference to figure 11 below, 24 respondents (30%) would like men to be
members of PWI/PWN, 31 respondents (38%) would like them to be associate members and
27 respondents (33%) would like to see men only in certain events.
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Figure 11: Online survey results on where women would like men to be involved

With similar percentages in the interviews, the women who wanted men involved as members
at the same level as women, gave reasons including to promote gender balance, to be more
inclusive and that some men make better mentors than women, while the women who wanted
men involved only in certain events gave examples of where lobbying could take place,
especially for equality in the male dominated professions.

Respondent 9, a European woman in her 40’s said:

“definitely men should be involved, we cannot lobby for equality for women to have
access everywhere, and we have a network that does not include men…”

Taking into account the minorities within PWI, respondent 11 said;
“definitely men should be members of PWI, as a trans woman… I have fought for
inclusion all my life; we have to give this to men too…”
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The associate member division was not looked on favorably by several respondents, as it
would be a membership level without the same rights and would not treat men with parity.
Some of the respondents who did not want men involved at all described the different stages
of a woman’s life including child bearing, menopause, which only other women will
understand and these topics are not spoken openly in mixed gender gatherings, they described
that men being involved will remove the safe space for the women. As respondent 14, a
Belgian woman in her 50’s said;

“women go through many stages in their lives, young women to mothers, married to
unmarried, through menopause and they need to talk to other women who have been
or are going through the same in a safe place…”

4.6 Volunteers

The finding relating to volunteers came through the course of the interviews, and was
considered an important finding as PWI is run essentially by volunteers. However, as stated
in section 1.2, it will not be canvased further, rather recommended for further research.

The interview findings show a variety of reasons why the women chose to become
volunteers; with the majority, 6 respondents (63%) becoming members as they would like to
give back to other professional women, 1 respondent (10%) were specifically requested to be
a volunteer as her skills are needed and 2 respondents (20%) wanted the experience of
working in a non for profit organization, or wanted experience in a
new role. One interview respondent knew a volunteer who is in transition and became a
volunteer in order to fill a blank gap in their resume. One respondent said that the roles and
job descriptions are not clear, as they change depending on the skills of the volunteers and
the time they have available, as respondent 6 said;
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“I think the issue with volunteer organizations is time management. Because
everybody does it whenever they have time and this is also something I have said to
the executive committee and to the board. It is when you have a volunteer that has the
impulse of getting something done, you have to take the momentum because at that
moment when the person is really has the energy to do it… I think for me it is a lot of
trust.”

However, a problem may come up ensuring the preferences of the members are taken into
account rather than those of the volunteers,

“as a volunteer, I am part of choosing the topics for the events/speakers so naturally
they would be those I am interested in.”

One respondent (11%) commented on the number of volunteers being too many and the
decision making process, being too long.
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5. Discussions

5.1 Discussion of findings

There is much literature which shows the positive benefits of networks on career
advancements (Seibert et al., 2001) (Broussard and Bell, 2005) (Casciaro and Sousa Lobo,
2005) among many others. Some of the research findings from this study are in line with this,
yet the majority of the women in this research have indicated that they have not received any
career advancements from the network.

When asked in the interviews about career success, women described promotions, new
positions, career changes, and using the networks as an experimentation platform, learning
new skills and experience of working and running a non for profit organization, thereby
giving objective results rather than the subjective results. This raises a question of the
understanding of career success to be only objective results, rather than including subjective
results (London and Stumpf, 1982) (Kramer and Neale, 1998) (Sturges, 1999) (Seibert et al.,
2001) (Allen and Ingram, 2002). However, even if career success is considered objectively,
the position of the PWI in Brussels, which revolves largely around the European Union,
NATO and the UN, which have strict policies and procedures, such as recruitment
examinations and databases, may limit the reach of social capital.

Further, with the number of women who combine their family life and work life without
giving preference to either and the ones who give priority to their family life, would indicate
not all women may be interested in career advancement. In addition, career advancement
can be seen as a priority only until a certain age, after which the women do not have the wish
to advance further in their career and would have another reason for joining a network,
namely, expressive ties, while independents and entrepreneurs may have the objective of
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increasing their customer base which may not be viewed in the same line as career
advancement.

In short we have women who would like career success and those who would not, from the
ones who are pursuing career advancement we have only objective results by which they
measure their career success. However, all these women have voluntarily joined PWI, and
whatever may be their reasons, the development of social capital is a prerequisite, which are
the physical structure of the network and the social resources gained from the network.

The physical structure of the network can be examined through firstly, the side of the member
and secondly, the side of the organization. From the side of the member, there are three
theories that can be used, either the traditional theory of the strengths of ties in a close knit
community as proposed by (Coleman, 1990)) the structural hole theory proposed by (Burt,
1992), which measures the information flow through the number strong ties which are not
connected to the individual’s strong core network or the strong weak ties theory by
(Granovetter, 1983), where the effectiveness of the network is determined by the number of
weak ties which bridge the information flow in the network.
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Figure 12: Physical structure of PWI network showing strength of ties

From the research findings, and with reference to Figure 12 above, it is clear that there are
very strong ties that have been formed within some individuals in the network, especially
those who have been members of the network for several years, and are part of the different
groups that meet frequently, several of the respondents named close friends they have made
within the different groups. There is no evidence of structural holes, although in a closed
knit group where membership is restricted to paying members to a total of 140 members, it
would be difficult to find two “alters” who do not know each other in the same group to fulfil
this theory. Several respondents mentioned acquaintances within the network, which is
evidence of weak ties within the network, with the two respondents mentioning they were
able to find someone they needed to hire upon joining, before they had formed strong ties.
Where there is a cohesive network with only closed ties, the social capital will be maintained
but the weak ties to form bridges for the information to flow would be more useful if the
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objective of joining the network is career advancement (Lin, 1999). However, the physical
network of each individual member, would relate to strong ties, structural holes and strong
weak ties, and be unique to the member and it would go beyond PWI to the personal network
of the member.

In addition as (Hersby et al., 2009) said hold true, the network of the individual member
depends on the time and effort that she puts in to build it, while most members attend more
than two events a year, the network would also be based on the personality of the member
(Wolff and Kim, 2012), that enables them to build a network. This is undermined by turnover
of membership within PWI, because PWI is an English speaking network, its membership
comprises mainly of non-Belgians, and the particular nature of the organizations in Brussels,
means a high movement of people, with most being a member of PWI for 2 years or less.
The findings are also in agreement with Ryberg and Larsen, (2008) that people in the global
north have to travel longer distances to network, however the network can be built and
sustained over the phone and internet, as the network provides a database of all members on
its internet platform, apart from the leadership of PWI, who talk regularly over the phone to
run the network, there is no other evidence in the network.

From the side of the organization, the role of the organizational leaders is critical, and the
finding concurs with this (Donnellon and Langowitz, 2009) (Hersby et al., 2009), and it is
essentially, to provide the correct constituents of the network for the members to make use
of, firstly, the people who will play the role of the three main categories of connectors,
mavens and salesmen to make the rights connections, to spread the information and as a
catalyst for the network development, the findings have identified two connectors, who were
very active a couple of years ago, but not any longer, and no evidence of mavens and salesmen
(Rath, 2007) (Gladwell, 2011). Secondly, the findings show that the members prefer member
diversity in terms of background and depth of experience, at an overall glance, this seems
present in the network, with members from a variety of professions and levels of management
and experience. However, this depends on the level of experience and profession of the
member trying to make their network, senior member as (Hersby et al., 2009) pointed out
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would give the greatest benefit with their presence, with experience, skills and the possibility
to be role models. The findings also indicate women from corporates and in STEM roles are
seen as missing. In relation to this, an incidental finding that came up during the research,
relating to the image of PWI, which would indirectly impact the numbers and possible
diversity in membership, relating to the image and website of PWI. Many of the respondents
commented that the image of PWI is old, not easy to understand, and they could not
understand the link between PWI Brussels and PWN global. Several recommended an
upgrade of the website, stating it did not work well and there are too many steps to follow,
one respondent stated that the newsletter many not be built for use of mobiles, as it comes
through with different fonts and not clearly laid out.

The research findings that women are generally are seeking out expressive ties concurs with
published research (Ibarra, 1993) (Pini et al., 2004) (Cross and Armstrong, 2008) and that
women in STEM are seeking to network with other women in the same fields (Donnellon
and Langowitz, 2009) (Servon and Visser, 2017). With building of the individuals’ network
as the most important reason for joining this professional network, and the exchange of
general stories, information, insights and advice and career advancement coming in as the
second priority. The findings also show that there is a different networking requirement for
women above 50 years old, where the women would like to network with peers and build
expressive ties where they can have challenging discussions.

Although the literature accepts that mentorship goes hand and hand with career advancement
and success, with 75% of the membership not having mentors, the findings seem to agree
with the research present that women believe they have no need of mentors to advance in
their careers (Simonetti et al., 1999). From the 25% who joined the mentorship program, a
good proportion are from the corporates, as mentorship is one of the main reason they joined
PWI, therefore showing that many of the women of PWI have not taken advantage of the
mentoring program. The results from the women who did have mentors, showed benefits
were both instrumental and expressive, with expressive benefits in terms of self-confidence,
support and advice, also agrees with the literature available (Kram and Isabella, 1985).
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However, the findings that all mentorships within PWI are in six month waves disagrees with
the literature which has found that mentorship are developed over longer terms and there are
no two mentorships alike (Kram, 1983). There were also visible differences in the matching
of mentors to mentees, where some were happy with the match, while yet others did not get
what they felt they needed (Egan, 1996), with more than 80% of PWI in house mentors being
coaches, it would stand to reason that the one who needed mentors with other skills may not
be able to get them. In the interviews, many of the interview respondents over 40, expressed
interest to be mentors, as their way of giving back to professional women, and a resource for
PWI not yet utilized.

The diversity on the findings on the inclusion of men in the network agree with the diversity
of the literature available (Knouse and Webb, 2001) (Sullivan and Mainiero, 2007) (Ragins,
1998) (O’Neil and Bilimoria, 2005), among many others. Even though half the women
choose to join a women’s only network, there is only one respondent who did not want men
involved, the discrepancy comes up with the preference of the way in which men should be
involved, as full members, as associate members or only in certain events as invited guests.

5.2 Recommendations

5.2.1

Recommendations for practice

1. There are several objectives that the women have expressed as being the reasons why
they joined PWI, whatever the objectives maybe, the answer is in the network she
builds with PWI. There is a need for each woman to use the time and effort to build
her social capital, and the possibilities of making a good network within the structure
of PWI is strong. However, the definition of what the objective is to join the network,
the knowledge of what a network entails, its different aspects and what can be gained
from the network may need to be built on. It may be recommended to run some
workshops on what exactly social capital is, and the benefits related to it.
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2. The research findings point to the different networking requirements of different age
groups, PWI arranged events around the women in transition, women entrepreneurs,
women in STEM and mentoring, it may be beneficial to arrange events for the
different age groups, especially those over 50.
3. With the fast turnover of members, it becomes apparent that there is a need for
connectors, maven and salesmen within the PWI offerings to its members, it may be
recommended that PWI identify women with the necessary characters as volunteers.
4. According to the Annual report of PWI, (2018), there is a drive in place to increase
the membership of the organization, however, the research finding point to three
categories which should be targeted, senior women in both age and position, women
in STEM to increase the diversity of the network and women in corporates for
sustainability of the network.
5. The mentorship program was described to be the main reason why corporates join the
network, if more corporates come on board, this program will need to be expanded.
However, there is a need for more mentors and a diversity of mentors apart from
coaches, several senior women interviewed have expressed interest to become
mentors, and the diversity of mentors should include women from STEM. The
“waves” of the program, at six months a piece, may not fulfil the requirements of all
the mentor-mentee relationships, it may be recommended that a different timing be
considered depending on the needs of the mentee.
6. Even though 48 % of the women research findings indicated they chose PWI because
it is a woman’s only network, all women seem to want men included in some way in
the network, it may be recommended to include more men in events, on panels and
as invited guests.

5.2.2

Recommendations for theory

The findings in this research have added to the existing body of literature in relation to
networks, and in particular to professional women’s networks. It gives more insight into how
the different professions and ages of women network, and what they would like to garner
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from their networks. However, despite the fact that literature has proved that social capital is
beneficial to career advancements, network members do not seem to take advantage of the
networks they are part of to gain these benefits, although some studies have advanced the
research into activation and mobilization of networks (Smith, 2005) (Smith et al., 2012)
(Marin, 2012) (Obukhova and Lan, 2013), there is still a lack of a compelling theory to
explain better the findings.
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6. Conclusions

This study has analyzed the aim of PWI, its offerings to its members, and compared that
against the member’s needs. The conclusion that comes to light is although PWI has played
a positive role in the career advancement of a few members, by and large the role of the PWI
network in the career advancement of its members is not much evident. It is more interesting
however, that the priority most women gave for joining PWI would be to build their network,
and this then begs the question – for what would they be building their network?

If the women are building a network for expressive ties, then this has largely been seen to be
fulfilled, if however, they are building their network for instrumental ties, the findings reveal
that the reason for joining the network is not being fulfilled. Whilst PWI can provide the
opportunities, the resources and the structure, building a network with the appropriate ties
can only be done by the individual themselves with an investment of time and energy,
adopting the right traits and with an eye on the appropriate types of ties they need to nurture.

6.1 Limitations of the study

The study took place mainly in one network (PWI) based in one city, Brussels, with input
from Lisbon in the online survey. The environment of Brussels is unique with the presence
of the European Commission, NATO and other similar institution and is characterized by a
high mobility and turnover. Therefore, the sample may have narrowed the view to only one
perspective.
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6.2 Areas for further research

1. One of the main problems of the PWI network is the turnover of its members and
volunteers, it would be of benefit to the organization to understand the reasons why
there is this turnover. If it is due to the nature of Brussels and the requirements of the
professional careers and their family or for other reasons.
2. Another area where further research may be recommended is into the volunteers, PWI
is run almost entirely by volunteers and is dependent upon them, it would be useful
to understand the different reasons for volunteering and how PWI may be able to
work with and around these reasons.
3. Research may be recommended on the image of PWI and on a marketing strategy,
both internally to get the current members to attend events and externally to attract
new members.
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7. Appendices

Appendix 1 - List of questions in online survey.
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Appendix 2 – List of interview questions
1. Are you employed full time?
2. Did you move to Brussels to work here?
3. How would you describe your work life/ family life balance?
4. How many years have you worked?
5. Please describe your work?
6. What is your perspective on the aims and objectives of PWI?
7. What benefits did you expect when you became a member of PWI?
8. What do you wish we would do differently? What would you like to see change?
What do you wish we would start/stop doing?
9. How many PWI events have you attended in the last year?
10. If you attended PWI seminars/workshops, which ones did you find the most
beneficial? Why?
11. How has PWI aided in your career?
12. Has PWI supported you after your career move?
13. What do you think can be done to improve the value of PWI to its members?
14. Have you secured a mentor? Is he/she in PWI?
15. Are you a mentor?
16. What skills are needed to be a mentor?
17. Would you consider being a mentor?
18. What seniority levels of PWI members have you been exposed to?
19. How could PWI further improve the career advancement of women?
20. How active are you in PWI activities?
21. What curtails you from spending more time attending PWI activities? Are there any
barriers which prevent you making the most out of your membership that we can
help remove?
22. Do you have a preference for the type, timing and venue for PWI activities?
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23. Do you attend other skill building workshops not run by PWI?
24. Did you actively choose to join a women’s only network? Why?
25. What is your age group?
26. 18 – 25

b. 26 – 35

c.36 – 45

d. over 45

e. prefer not to

answer
27. Where do you see your career progressing over the next five years and, as a result,
how will this change what you most need from your membership?
28. How else can membership make you more successful, or your job easier, more
productive or more enjoyable?
29. What are you keen to learn more about from other members?
30. In the future, what would make you want to engage more and get more involved
with the association?
31. What do you get from other organizations that you wish you could get from us?
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Appendix 3 – Table showing summary of interview responses
Respondent 1

Respondent 2

Respondent 3

Respondent 4

Respondent 5

Respondent 6

1 year

2 years

Less than 1 year

1.5 years

Corporate member

Individual

Individual in a
corporate

1. Personal details
1.1 Length of membership

4 -5 Years

1.3 category

Individual in a Corporate
corporate
member

Corporate
member

1.4 Type of work

HR linked to Marketing,
inclusion,
sales,
culture
& customer
change
relations

Initially finance Finance
but now networks
and training

Translator, event Engineering
management

1.8 PWI Volunteer?

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No (Before yes)

Yes

No

Yes (very)

Women only

Men included

Men in
events

1.9
Male
profession

dominated No

2 years

2. Benefits wanted
2.0.1 Gender diversity

Men included

2.0.2 Other diversity in Is Belgian, one More
network
of the few in corporates
the network,
PWI
needs
more diversity,
women from
other

More
women

senior More
women

certain Women only

Men to lobby in
certain events

senior More diversity is Women in STEM
required
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corporates for
example
should
be
more
2.1 networking
2.1.1. Understand
networking

Do not want
networking
alone, events
and
networking

Her
colleagues
have difficult
in
new
situations

Her colleagues do
not understand the
value
of
networking

Yes, like it and
good at it. Need
occasions to be
organized

Yes, but do not
meet/know the
right
women.
Need
network
facilitators

2.1.2. Cohesive
network/ Weak
ties/ structural
holes

Not many ties, Made some Become
very
have not been very strong close with the
active
ties
point people at
PWI

Become close with
my mentor, have
not become close
with many PWI
members

Became
very
close friends to
some of PWI
board

Become
very
close friends with
some of the
boards members

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, women in
stem,
practice
English

Yes

Got support from Yes
PWI members on
my decision to
take a sabbatical

2.1.3. Social
Resources
2.1.4. Expressive

2.1.5. instrumental

Yes

Yes
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2.2. Seniority of
women

View only expat I consider myself
women
senior,
plenty
younger women

2.3 Other

No,
especially
Women in STEM
High turnover of
members causes
difficulty

3. Seminars
workshops/events
3.1 General

Has
difficulty Should find a way
getting people to to get more people
attend
attending the events

Have
attended
webinars of PWN
they are good.
No time

3.2 preferred events

Personal
development,
leadership,
future roles of
women,
AI.
Speakers
caliber
as
important as
topic.

Mentorship

3.3 Not preferred events

Not attended
events

Bubble circle, no
advance notice of
topic and who will
be there

Mentorship, stress
prevention

No time
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Entrepreneurship,
working
for
corporates,
not
changing role with
corporate
sponsorship
3.4 Events timing
Weekdays (1830 to 2030)

Evenings,
center
Brussels

Times good. Times good.
of On time start Tuesdays
and
and end
Thursdays
Parking
available

3.5
Corporate/PWI Yes, can be Yes,
partnerships
arranged,
likely
corporate
choice
of
speaker

Difficult, small
child - times are
of events his
bedtime

and Worried about no
participation from
within.

No budget or
understanding for
a woman’s group
in my corporate

4. Mentorship
4.1 Mentor

Yes, I can be a Not in PWI, I I have 10 mentees
mentor in the am a mentor
future;
outside PWI
younger
women
in
transition,
willing to learn

My
mentorship
requires
time,
helped me get a
promotion
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and
take
initiative

4.2 Mentee

Neither

No

No

Yes, have a Spanish I
had
two
lady with Italian mentees when I
husband
was there, learnt a
lot from them,
you think in a
different
way
when you discuss
or
explain
something.

Had a mentor
who was coach,
she was not of
much help, as I
wanted to start a
digital business
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Respondent 7

Respondent 8

Respondent 9

Respondent 10

Respondent 11

Respondent 12

4.5 years

1 – 2 years

3 years

6 years

1. Personal details
1.1 Length of membership

Less than 1 year

1.2 category

Individual

individual

individual

Individual

Individual

individual

1.3 Type of work

coach

coach

coach

HR consultant

Coach

STEM

1.4 PWI Volunteer?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No (yes in the Yes
past)

No

Yes
in
the No
beginning, now
no

1.5
Male
profession

dominated No

20 years

No

Yes

2. Benefits wanted
2.0.1 Gender diversity

Yes,
in Yes, in
mentorship
events
some times are
the best ones

2.0.2 Other diversity in Business
network
women,
corporate
women
and
experienced
women
in
general

some Yes, to promote No
gender balance
in
our
organization

Depends what Depends on the More corporates
the person is age group of
looking for, but women we have
before,
many
coaches and free
lancers

Yes,
it
is Yes, men
important for an some spaces
all-inclusive
network.
I am looking for More
peers in the women
network who can
challenge
my
way of thinking
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in

senior

2.1 networking
2.1.1. Understand
networking
2.1.2. Cohesive
network/Weak
Ties/ Structural
holes

2.1.3. Social
Resources
2.1.4. Expressive

2.1.5. instrumental

Not really

Yes

Has some idea

Become very
close with some
of the board and
with some the
people in the
mentorship
program

Become
very
close
friends
with
many
people
and
acquainted with
many others

Close
friends Close friends and Made
very Made
with most of the many other friends strong ties
friends
board and many in the network
contacts across
the network

Not really

Comes after

Is better if there
is
a
small
number
and
board members
present.
Connections
being made with
women in other
networks
through
the
meetings

Usually look for
practical
side
first and then

yes

I would like both
the expressive and
instrumental ties,
and some of the
topics make me get
both,
mostly
network with the
volunteers as I
spend most time
with them

Yes
close

Have not met Not really
sufficient people
who challenge
my thinking, not
enough network,
we usually talk
to the ones like
us.

Have not need of Have
many
career
people trying to
advancement at make
career
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friendship after.
Have used it to
hire someone,
but only the
once, not since
2.2. Connectors,
mavens,
salesmen

Events
successful where
board members
are present and
the numbers are
small

2.3. Seniority of
women
3. Seminars
workshops/events
3.1 General

3.2 preferred events

this
age, changes
and
expressive ties reinvent
are
more themselves
important.

Need
more No present in
corporates
in enough numbers
membership

It
is
an
experimentation
platform for me

Do not need to
lean skills for
career
development

Do not live in
Brussels center
so events are
difficult to get to
Culture changes,
settling in new
roles
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3.4 Events timing

Evenings,
Weekdays, 6.30
weekdays, but to 10, Thursdays
maybe once a the most popular
weekend

Weekdays (1830 to 2030)

4. Mentorship
4.1 Mentor

4.3.
allocation

Have 80 -90% Has 4 mentees,
coaches within one
got
a
PWI
promotion

Not been a mentor
or a mentee

Had a mentor
who helped me
decide to go for
an MBA and
change career.

Mentor/Mentee On
skills,
experience and
need.
Using
forms,
and
social media

4.4. Monitoring

4.5.
Mentor
sponsorship

Agreements,
guidelines and
Monthly/mid
term
evaluations
with Not encouraged
but happens
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Respondent 13

Respondent 14

Respondent 15

Respondent 16

Respondent 17 Respondent 18

1.1 Length of membership

2 years

1 year

Not a member

Not a member

1 year

3 – 4 years

1.2 category

individual

Individual

Not a member

Not a member

Individual

Individual

1.3 Type of work

Corporate
learning

Academic

Entrepreneur

Entrepreneur

Independent
consultant

Entrepreneur/consulting

1.4 PWI Volunteer?

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

dominated No

No

No

No

No

No

No,
Senior
women
missing, high
caliber women
missing

No, then it No, prefer a safe space
ceases to be a for women. Men in some
women’s
events
network

My network is Yes, belong to
not
a several
professional
networks
network but a across
Brussels

Need more corporates
and EU bubble. Have
brought many younger
professionals on board,
using social/professional

1. Personal details

1.5
Male
profession

2. Benefits wanted
2.0.1 Gender diversity

Men should be No, should be No, women’s
part, one event women only
problems are
last year was
unique
to
nice
women.

2.0.2 Other diversity in No, it is very
network
diverse
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women’s
network

media. Member retention
is
an
issue,
in
membership
and
attendance of events

2.1 networking
2.1.1. Understand
networking
2.1.2. Weak Ties/
Structural holes

2.1.3. Social
Resources
2.1.4. Expressive
2.1.5. instrumental

No

Yes

Not really

Not attended Have made a Have a very Not made any
many events
very
strong strong network ties,
except
network
from
two
people I know.

Yes, evidence of both
weak ties and strong ties,
but structural holes in the
corporate sector

No

No

Safe space to test yourself
without judgement

Want to network
for career

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Need
to
understand
networking is
two sided, do
not see a give
back.
The
racism
in
Belgium is a
problem.

Not really

No

Yes

Has helped raise profile,
and allow me to test
solutions. Experience in
being part of board of and
NGO
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2.2. Connectors,
mavens, salemen
etc

2.3. Seniority of
women
3. Seminars
workshops/events
3.1 General

3.2 preferred events

Did not see
them, no idea
why I was
invited,
no
background
information
Present

Need
more
diversity

Marie Terese as a
connector, now using
activities in events to do
connect people.

Need
more
senior women

Do not attend

Increase number and
variety
of
events,
especially among the
members themselves.
The caliber of
the
speaker
made me come
to the event, I
wanted
to
listen to her

Some events are on
culture/personal
development
as
requested
by
the
members, while most
professional
development.

3.3 Not preferred events
3.4 Events timing
Weekdays (1830 to 2030)

Event at lunch
time, will not
get
full
84

attention, have
to still work in
the afternoon.
3.5
Corporate/PWI
partnerships

.

4. Mentorship
4.1 Mentor

4.2 Mentee

Have had male
mentors
though
my
career,
they
only wanted to
give
and
support,
no
competition
I am a mentee

Had a mentor in the time
of the last director, speed
dating,
no
ground
breaking,
but
very
helpful. A senior woman
where I could run my
thoughts and hesitations
through
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